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In order to change the standard Potentiometer on your Original Classic trolley you will need to carry 

out the following instructions.  

Equipment Needed:  A small selection of Spanners, 11mm-13mm (depends on age of machine), flat 

headed screw driver. 

1. Undo all the screws on the top of the handle and separate the top and bottom halves. 

2. The black knob on the side of the handle needs to be removed, the green cap needs to come 

off first. This is quite simple and a flat headed screwdriver can be used to ease it off, be 

careful not to slip! 

3. With the correct spanner undo the brass/silver nut that you have now revealed.  This only 

needs to be undone slightly so that the knob slides off. 

4. You will then see another nut, with the 13 mm spanner remove this and the barbed washer, 

retain these for use later. 

5. Coming up through the handle tube will be a handle wire, with three wires.  You will need to 

undo the connector so that the red, blue and green wires are released from the block 

connector. 

6. The Potentiometer  will now be able to be fully removed from the handle. 

7. The new Pot is ready to fit.   

8. In order to fit the Pot you will need to put the largest barbed washer on first, then fit the Pot 

through the hole in the handle.  The smaller barbed washer then goes on followed by the 

nut.  Tighten the nut with the spanner but do not over tighten the nut, as soon as you feel a 

resistance it is the perfect time to stop tightening. 

9. Turn the shaft of the pot towards you (anticlockwise) until it stops,  put the black knob onto 

the shaft of the Pot, please make sure that the white line on the knob is facing up.  Tighten 

the brass nut inside the knob this should be tight enough so that it turns the Pot and but will 

not turn on the shaft of the Pot. 

10. Replace the green cap 

11. You now need to connect the wires back into the connector block, blue to blue, green to 

green and red to brown.   Once you have inserted the wire please tighten.  Nearly finished 

but before we close the handle ensure that the wires are tight, to do this just tug on the 

wire.  If any wiring comes out of the connector then you have not done it tight enough. 

12. Tuck all the wires into the inner handle 

13. This is the final bit, put all the screws back in to the top of the handle and do the handle up 

ensuring that you do not catch any of the wires.   

14. Test your machine. 

 

 


